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PublisherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Note:Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed

by the Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the

product.Blueprints Neurology provides students with a complete review of the key topics and

conceptsÃ¢â‚¬â€•perfect for clerkship rotations and the USMLE. The fourth edition includes new

diagnostic and treatment information, an updated appendix of evidence-based resources, and a

question bank at the end of the book.
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This is a very good book for any Neurology course. I had to get it for my Medical School Neurology

class and it was a great supplement to the lecture material. The information is concise and

organized in a way that makes the material easier to learn and understand. I am definitely going to

return to this book when studying for my board exams so I would recommend it.

This book is full of details that I had not seen anywhere else previously. It covers briefly pathologies,

diagnostic tests/studies and management of several diseases. It also contains questions to help

retain and review information covered in the text. There are a few errors (spelling, etc) but overall,

it's a useful book. The book arrived in an envelope lined with bubble wrap; only a small blemish was

found on the posterior cover. I'm generally satisfied with my purchase.



It is a complete textbook if you are studying for the neuro shelf, for example. It has all the

information that you need to cover all your bases. However, I have used First Aid for most of the

other clerkships and I got that book because the 1st Aid for Neuro was way out of date. I used this

book and Pre-Test Neurology (not Pre-Test Neuroscience) and I felt ready for the exam.

Again, recommended by most students in previous classes for studying for the neurology shelf.

Really helped me out with doing good neurology work-ups and write-ups. Helped me to impress my

preceptors. Nice and thin, easy to get through. Has good practice questions, which is good,

because there really are not enough on UWorld.

Very thorough - make sure you have lots of time to read this book. Not a quick read, very detail

oriented.

very good review

Blueprints is always a good summary text. It covers the basics of the field, and should be part of

your armamentarium when rotating through neurology. The practice questions at the end of each

chapter are sparse, but helpful.

I used this for my 3rd year medical school neurology clerkship, and I wouldn't use it again.I thought

the text part of the chapters was too basic, without much information on treatment (for example,

meningitis description didn't say which abx to use) or next best step, which is important for the shelf.

As for the tables - too much information! It's hard to read a table, especially when the table has

every conceivable developmental milestone or neuromuscular problem. I thought case files was

much more readable, although case files leaves out some of the zebras that are included in

blueprints' many, many tables.If you want good questions - USMLE world and pretest are awesome!

The blueprints questions are good, but you don't really need them if you've already got a collective

645 questions on world and pretest.
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